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Abstract

Social networking is a virtual thread of grouping individuals. The present study has explored the prospects and challenges of using social sites in higher education. The study involved mixed method for collecting comprehensive information about the issue. A survey was conducted to randomly selected 21 university teachers and 279 university graduate and post graduate students. A significant difference was found between the perceptions of students having technological facilities in their universities and those having no facilities in higher education. Most of the participants supported the statements related to utility and possibility of using social sites for disseminating course schedules, outlines of courses, reading materials (audio, video, photofigures, print), discussing course problems, exchange of educational ideas and looking for better opportunities of admissions and career. The qualitative part of the study employed a series of focus group discussions conducted with students and teachers of graduate and post graduate level to highlight the opportunities and issues involved in disseminating instruction through social sites. Participants opined that social sites could provide flexible, versatile, attractive and creative educational activities. The major concerns came to light were publicity distraction, irregular use of social sites and extinction of specialized curricula by the universities. It was recommended that universities should take well planned initiatives with specially designed courses and generate interactive communities for class communication to ensure the use of social sites for educational purposes.
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Introduction

Social network is a virtual environment where people come together to extend friendship, exchange ideas, share photofigures, videos and pictures, promote their business, fight, argue and make relations without their physical existence (Ramanigopal, Palaniappan & Hemalathan, 2012). Social network helps people to join others having similar interests, professions, business, hobbies and ideas. People having communicational difficulties find this forum easy to access and unthreatened. Social sites enable people to control and manage information on their own pace and accord. It is difficult to come out of the spell of social sites once after getting in. These are smarter sources to learn and disseminate without boundaries of time and space and cast and creed. It encourages and supports collaborative learning approach (Boyd, Danah, Ellison & Nicole, 2007). Now technology is an indispensable component of people’s daily life and it has several social and cultural influences on their daily routines (Bateman & Oakley, 2009).

Social sites have been recently incorporated in Higher Education setup where they are used to blend formal and informal learning. Users of social sites produce their online profiles and communicate with peers and instructors within their discipline and field. They define boundaries and select people with whom they are going to connect for specific exchange of knowledge (Boyd & Ellison, 2007).

In higher education, Online Social Networking (OSN) is rapidly becoming prevalent around the world (Mason and Rennie, 2008, Hughes, 2009 & Kear, 2010). OSN enables social technologies with a range of activities and it is operationalized by group of people having similar interests (Hamid, 2009). It enables users and practitioners to communicate and generate knowledge worldwide. These publicly available social technologies are now harnessed and adopted for use in higher education for supporting pedagogical approaches. Though these technologies were originally designed for non-educational and social purposes yet they are equally useful for educational dissemination (Hemmi, Bayne & Land, 2009).

Mason and Rennie (2008) regarded social sites as attractive and influential tool of sharing educational content and building online educational communities in higher education sector. Though computer
mediated pedagogical activities existed since 1980’s, social sites were used for educational purposes in 1990s. The present trend of using social sites for educations has emerged recently with availability of massive information, growing number of users and advanced features of controlling and managing sources through specific knowledge communities.

Students can collaborate for developing social communities for sharing audio-visual and print ideas for particular objectives and outcomes both offline and online (Lockyer & Patterson, 2008). Kennedy (2009) has described six policy issues which should be addressed in the process of learning thorough online technologies: academic integrity, equity and access to technology for all, curriculum and assessment, staff development, student learning, diversity, capacity building and information technology infrastructure. In spite of wider use of social networking for educational purposes, Kennedy (2008) cautioned that educationists should consider that some students may not be accustomed to use technologies so the material should cater needs of diverse students.

Bonk & Graham (2006) and Garrison & Vaughan (2008) have indicated high expectations associated with using social sites for improved instruction in higher education due to their interactivity, accessibility and content diversity for specialized disciplines. Schultz & Sheffer (2007) and Thrall (1982) discussed that information technology has the capacity to be diffused in diverse settings but it is a gradual process which can be speeded up by rapid involvement of its users and participants.

If social sites are engaged for educational purposes, they can reduce dropout rate from tertiary education due to availability of educational material to students at flexible times, easy access, peer support and catering diverse aptitudes and interests. Brown and Adler (2008) opine that from users’ point of view, online course provides student multiple choices, individual taste and personalized pace at their workplaces and homes that are far better than traditional ways of teaching. Likewise, as compared to traditional learning where curriculum is fixed and limited, subjects are diverse and infinite in online learning (Nachmias, Mioduser and Forkosh, 2008; Brown and Adler, 2008). Similar is the case with blended learning which provides multiple means to learn including face to face meetings with instructors. Hershkovitz, et al. (2007) have expressed that retention rate for students in online classes is relatively high if they are sufficiently interactive.

Gibs and Bruich (2010) suggest that social sites can be benefitted for educational purposes as all users and participants of a course or program
can contribute in providing their own input and creative ideas to the
course. It is a good collaborative source to bring together synergy of
learners with their diversity and personal experiences. However people
who are still not familiar with networking, need training by some
administering agency.

Pensky (2001) has thus, announced the term, ‘digital divide’ and
distributed groups in Digital natives (generation who born after 1980, in
the era of technology and social sites) and the Digital immigrants
(previous generation who are struggling to understand technological
tools). He remarked that different groups in the world will not be
segregated now on the basis of possessions but for the use of technology.
Those who have adopted technology for most of their fields of life will
be considered advanced and developed.

With this perspective, universities and colleges are changing their
strategies to compete 21st Century demands. The phenomenon of world
ranking has revolutionized institutions to compare them at global level.
In addition, the financial deficits and economy crisis which has caused
tightening of labour market has constrained institutional activities so they
are forced to use technology for enhancing their accuracy, flexibility and
accessibility.

MacDonald and Marsh (2005) and Roblyer et al, (2010) have
discussed that social sites can be harnessed for student-centered
pedagogy and effective learning. However, the expectations to
technology leaning may not be realistic. Only the motivation and
readiness of students can involve them in active learning and interaction.
Their disposition and ability can engage them for productive leaning
otherwise distractions on social sites have blurred the desired outcomes
for educational purposes in higher education (Zepke & Leach, 2010 &
Dunn, 2012).

Selwyn (2007) has enlisted several benefits of Facebook that it can
be used for personalized purposes as well as for engaging groups with
similar interests. It depends upon the site manager who organizes and
updates the material and contents in order to enhance its usability. It is a
good source of taking feedback from people worldwide.

Panckhurst (2008) argues that social sites (facebook, twitter, tumblr
etc) can be used directly for higher education by putting specific and
focused tasks within a planned and integrated course outline to give
students autonomy. Lave and Wenger (1991) have suggested the role of
instructor as facilitator or guide to promote ‘community of practice’ for
such educational forums.
In Zimbabwe, according to Ngonidzashe (2013), some universities are using social sites for tertiary education despite threats of securities and privacy. He identifies that research on the use of social sites has been conducted in developed countries in several areas including academic, administrative, promotions and dissemination of knowledge and support areas but in developing countries, it is rare and insufficient to explore the possibilities and opportunities of using social sites for higher education. Social Sites are used in both dimensions of education for developing interest in students and for developing new pedagogies on the part of innovative instructors. However, he found problems of security, unproductive use of site and unethical behaviour practiced by university students.

Fogel & Nehmad (2009) found in their study that 78% students at tertiary level were using facebook for educational purposes in one way or the other while Ellison, et al. (2008) declared that 95.5% of higher education students were using social sites in their daily life. Ellison (2006) & Grossman (2010) commented that such concentrated presence of students is not surprising even the site started in 2004 because all social sites got popular with the same speed.

Previous researches like Kennedy (2009), Hemmi (2009) & Jones (2005) who studied general use of ICT and social technologies by youth found that adaptation of social technologies for educational purposes was not a straight forward process. However, these technologies were used for educational purposes with a certain degree of success.

Social networks though contain information of every type, however, all is fragmented and disconnected. Once entering into the site and preparing basic profile, some may sit back and think what next to do. Thus, for educational purpose, it needs to be organized, specified and sequenced for a specific category of content whether it is audio-visual or in print form. Well planned courses are scarce for engaging students in educational activities and usually are not accredited.

Informally, social sites are already in use of several teachers and students. They use them for class discussions, quizzes, posting assignments and tests which are offered casually for the convenience of distant students. These sites are also used for the promotion of personal contributions like comments, essays, articles and tasks assigned outside the classroom. Some institutions use these sites for parent teacher communication and feedback. They promote their achievements, events and celebrations. It has made easy for parents to raise their voices to the administration without their physical presentation.
The present study is focused on the use of social sites for educational purposes and the opportunities it can offer for students of higher education in Pakistan. It addresses the gap of theoretical underpinnings of technological approaches and their realistic use in the field and challenges that may hinder its effective use. The literature above presents a holistic picture of the usability and popularity of social sites in students and to establish a background why should its prospects, scope, and feasibility be visualized for incorporating it for educational purposes. For the dire need of raising forums of higher education in the country and social sites being one of the wider opportunity to achieve the goal, the study exclusively intends to investigate teachers’ and students’ perceptions using social sites regarding its educational dimensions and the challenges they may face for imparting education through these technologies.

**Statement of the problem**

The literature and discussion above indicates the need of further exploration of the phenomenon so the researchers intended to study the prospects and challenges of using social sites in higher education.

**Objectives of the study**

1. To investigate the expectations and feelings of teachers and students for using social sites in public and private universities at higher education.
2. To explore the challenges and prospects perceived by teachers and students for extracting optimum advantages of using social sites in higher education
3. To put effective recommendations for appropriate adaptation of social sites in higher education on the basis of study findings.

**Research Questions**

1. What are the prospects of using social sites in higher education for enhancing equity and equality of opportunities in Pakistan?
2. How are the resources of social sites accessible to the students?
3. How, why and what are the possibilities of using social sites for learning enhancement at higher education in Pakistan?
4. How sites for higher education can present socially-inclusive models for deprived students?
5. What are the obstacles or challenges to harness social sites for educational purposes during practice?

**Hypotheses**

**Null Hypotheses**

H₀₁: The opinions of students from different universities are not significantly different about use of social sites in higher education.

H₀₂: The opinions of teachers from different universities are not significantly different about use of social sites in higher education.

**Methodology**

The research involved both quantitative and qualitative paradigms for investigation of the phenomenon. The mix method was used to highlight teachers and students’ perceptions about use of social sites for higher education. It was intended to explore the opportunities regarding existence of skill level, resources and feasibility of using social sites for educational purposes. The survey method was used to collect data about teachers and students’ perceptions from four universities of district Lahore. A series of focus group discussion among teachers and students of graduate and postgraduate level was conducted to collect qualitative data about the prospects and challenges of engaging social media technologies for higher education.

**Population**

All students and teachers of graduate and postgraduate level in District Lahore were taken as the population of the study.

**Sample**

The sample of the study was consisted of twenty-one university teachers and 279 graduate and postgraduate students at four universities of district Lahore; University of the Punjab, Lahore, University of Management and Technology, Lahore College for Women University, Lahore and Beacon House National University, Lahore as per researcher’s accessibility and availability of convenient transport. The
sample within universities was selected through random sampling technique.

**Instrument**

The researchers prepared two questionnaires for students and teachers separately on five point Likert scale with six factors mentioned below:

- Awareness about use of social sites and their scope in education
- Possible role of policy making agencies in determining scope of social media technologies for universities and organizations
- Nature of content and activities introduced through social sites
- Advantages and disadvantages of social sites for using educational purposes
- Prospects and challenges of using social media for promoting higher education
- Practices and frequency of using social media in daily routine

The instrument was validated through pilot testing and expert opinion. The reliability of the instrument was calculated by split half method and the value of correlation coefficient was, $r = .67$. A series of questions were developed for focus group discussion encompassing research questions.

**Administration of the instrument**

The questionnaires were personally distributed by the researchers while they were uploaded on Facebook and email for general response also. The focus group discussion was conducted with the help of concerned department’s administrators. Each of the session was held with eight to ten participants willing to participate and the discussion continued for approximately one hour. Total eight sessions were held cumulatively.

**Analysis of the data**

The score obtained by survey questionnaire was analyzed by descriptive as well as inferential statistics. The frequency means of all groups were calculated and different groups like, male-female, students-teachers; public-private sector, graduate-post graduate etc. were
Prospects and Challenges of Using Social Sites in Higher Education presented in figures. The focus group discussion was recorded and transcribed by the researchers. Interpretation of themes and meanings were developed for final conclusion.

Results

Quantitative data analysis
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**Figure 1.** A comparative presentation of four public and private universities for using social sites in higher education

The above figure shows that almost all of respondents agreed about the use of social sites in higher education. The students of different universities like BNU (M=3.73), UMT (M=3.66) and LCWU (M=3.64) and PU (M=3.45) were agreed about the use of social sites in higher education. It is visible that students at public universities are less interested in using social sites in higher education as compared to that of private universities.
Figure 2. Comparison of opinions of students from different programs at all universities about using social sites in Higher Education

The above figure shows that almost all of the students of graduate and post graduate levels agreed about the use of social sites. The participants of different qualification of P.hD with (M=4.1), MS/M.phil (M=3.36), M.A(M=3.60) and Graduates(M=3.60) were agreed about the use of social sites in higher education.

Figure 3. Comparisons of opinions of students from different subjects at all universities about using social sites in Higher Education
The above figure mentions that almost all of the students from different subjects were agreed about the use of social sites. The students of different subjects that of sciences with (M=3.47) and social sciences with (M=3.54) were agreed to use social sciences in higher education.

Figure 4. Comparison of opinions of students having or having not ICT facilities at all universities about using social sites in Higher Education

The above figure shows that almost all of the students agreed about the use of social sites in higher education. The students having ICT facilities and those having no facilities with (M=3.60) and (M=3.36) respectively were agreed to use social sites in higher education.

Figure 5 Comparison of opinions of students having or having not ICT skills at all universities about using social sites in Higher Education
The above figure shows that almost all of the students were agreed about the use of social sites in education. The students of different universities having ICT skills with (M=3.53) and those who had not ICT skills with (M=3.27) supported the idea of using social sites in higher education.

Table 1
ANOVA calculation for teachers from four universities about using social sites in higher education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>.481</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.160</td>
<td>.867</td>
<td>.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>3.143</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>.185</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3.624</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A one-way ANOVA was applied to test the significant difference among the opinions of teachers for the prospects and challenges of social site usage in higher education. The scores obtained by the teachers of different universities were not significantly different with F (3, 17) = .867, p = .477. The results declared that the hypothesis 1 “there is no significant difference among teachers of different institutes like PU, LCWU, UMT and BNU was accepted.” All of the teachers from different universities were unanimously of the opinion that social sites could be used for higher education as a supporting tool.

Table 2
ANOVA Calculation for students of four universities about using social sites in higher education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scores</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>2.891</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.964</td>
<td>5.277</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>50.229</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>.183</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>53.121</td>
<td>278</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A one-way ANOVA was applied to find the significant difference among the opinions of scores of students of all universities. The scores obtained revealed that there was a significant difference with F (3,275) = 5.277, p = .001 among the students of different universities. The results declared that the hypothesis 2 “there is no significant difference among the opinion of students of different institutions like PU, LCWU, UMT and BNU was rejected.” The students of public universities were more
reluctant to admit role of social sites in higher education as compare to those of private universities.
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Figure 6. Use of social sites for informal educational discussions

The above figure shows that all teachers and students from all universities informally use social sites for sharing their profile, keeping in touch with class fellows, build social relations, sharing comments, exchanging educational material, improving information and quick linkages with other students and professionals. They also prefer social sites for sharing ideas which they could not share face to face. However, cumulatively, students seem more active in using social sites for informal use while teachers preferred to use this media for educational purposes and foreign linkages.

![Figure 7. Use of social sites for classroom activities](image)

Figure 7. Use of social sites for classroom activities
The figure above reveals that students are more interested in the use of social sites for classroom activities like dissemination of daily lectures or taking tests and assignments. However, teachers are more interested in classroom explanations or sending reading material through social sites.

![Figure 8](image1.png)

**Figure 8.** Use of social sites for better accessibility of learning material

The figure above shows that almost all teachers and students are of opinion that social sites can be good source of subject discussions and education in future. Because, with the passage of time, social sites are becoming more and more interactive and well equipped. They also agreed that social sites are quick and timely to disseminate information regarding courses.

![Figure 9](image2.png)

**Figure 9.** Use of social sites in teaching learning activities

The table above declares that students are far more convinced than teachers of advantages of social sites in teaching learning activates like enhancing students educational capacity, academic performance, increasing creativity and interactivity. Students are more interested in
group project learning and learning through cell phones. However, both teachers and students have supported interactivity of these sites for quick communication.

Figure 10. Use of social sites for organizational propagation

The figure 10 above shows that students are more aware than teachers of using social sites for propagation of organizations. They agreed that universities can advertise their programs to be accessed through cell phones. They can advertise their course outlines, admissions and other online activities through social sites.

Figure 11. Use of social sites for career opportunities

The figure above declares that students are more interested in seeking collaborations for national and international professionals as compared to their teachers. They take it as a good source of hunting jobs and careers.
All students and teachers are agreed that using social sites for educational purposes at higher levels may cause challenges like distracting from education, difficulty in regularizing educational programs and controlling individual security. They also were in the favor that using social sites may cause absence of seriousness on the part of students and can persuade them towards negative activities.

**Qualitative data analysis**

Q.1-What are the prospects of using social sites in higher education for enhancing equity and equality of opportunities in Pakistan?

While discussing the first question, the teachers and students were very much excited about the opportunities of social sites for solving educational problems. Majority of the respondents opined that different courses and diplomas can be introduced through social sites but several challenges can be there for proper registration of students, educational program’s authenticity, accreditation, or acceptability etc. They suggested that social sites, if not offer proper program or degree, can be exploited for assisting like dissemination of learning material, relevant pictures, videos, or other helping material. Students admitted that most of the students had social groups to share course activities with classmates. They said that, “teaching is not such traditional as a few years before. It is more flexible and learner centered now.” The students said that, “teaching is not passive now. Some respondents mentioned that social sites (SS) were useful for self-studies and for active interactions with
their teachers. A few students said that SS had facilitated them to get admission to refresher courses in any university. Majority of the students opined that social sites are need of the university students. The teachers were unanimously of the opinion that there is need of planning how social sites can be used as a part of the course. They were reluctant to think that a full fledged course could be offered through the social sites. However, students expressed that they took help for their researches, communicating national and international resource persons, sharing their information with friends and professionals. They said that mostly they were using SS informally for sending pictures, videos and documents to other fellows. One of the student said that, “social sites are quite resourceful because we know about studies abroad and job opportunities from social sites. It is quick and timely.”

Q. 2- How are the resources of social sites accessible to the students?

The respondents opined that SS are accessible for most of the students through computers or cellphones. So if there are some educational programs which could be delivered through social sites, “more students could have access because a number of youngsters are using SS.” Teachers expressed that carefully designed programs are possible to deliver to individuals who have no access to universities because they are on job or live away from the institutions. It can add flexibility, self-learning, motivation, interest and individual pace. One student said, “It can help collaborative learning.” Some students suggested that adult literacy programs and community awareness campaigns by students and teachers can help to expand educational resources to the society.

Q.3-How, why and what are the possibilities of using social sites for learning enhancement at higher education in Pakistan?

All students and teachers unanimously said that more or less all university students can have access to SS through smart cell phones if they don’t have computers.

Q.4- How sites for higher education can present socially-inclusive models for deprived students?

Members of focus groups raised loud voices for highlighting opportunities of using social sites with socially-inclusive models. They expressed that students of all casts and creeds, having any economic status and deprivation can avail educational programs through social
sites because these have wider scope to hold learning material if courses are prepared with specific techniques and well organized by universities.

Q.5- What are the obstacles or challenges to harness social sites for educational purposes during practice?

Respondents told that some students used Facebook or other social sites for negative purposes, create fake accounts and violate others’ privacy. They complained that students spent unnecessary time on social sites. Regarding challenges, respondents said that students staying in remote areas have no accessibility to skill of using social sites and if there is net, it is out of order most of the time and for this reason they could not attend classes regularly. They could not find resource books for such skills also. Several students mentioned that universities had no labs and trainings for such skills and they did not provide organizational support to students in this regard.

Finally, the respondents strongly recommended use of cell phones for disseminating knowledge and they said that if it can be used to share personal experiences and information, students can share their personal photos, videos and comments, they can also share educational material and information. They suggested that organizations should promote such programs and expected that these programs would become popular among students.

Discussion

The discussion has been sorted out in two dimensions according to the topic of the study:

Prospects

Purpose of the study was to find out prospects and challenges of using social sites in Education. The study gathered both quantitative and qualitative data. The findings and conclusion above declare that social sites have great potential for dissemination of education in Pakistan. Using social sites is no more a fiction for our country. People are already engaged in using social sites for several purposes. The present study has supported several recent researches claiming the opportunities of using social sites for educational purposes at tertiary level, like; Ramani, Palaniappan & Hemalathan (2012), Bateman & Oakley (2009) Boyd & Ellison (2007) who have mentioned interactive properties of social sites for dissemination of knowledge. The study found positive perceptions of
teachers and students about use of social sites within and out of class activities like Hemmi, Bayne & Land (2009), MacDonald and Marsh (2005), Roblyer et al, (2010), Schultz & Sheffer (2007) and Thrall (1982) who indicated possibilities of social networks for making ‘learning communities’ and imparting education through worldwide knowledge access networks. The findings of the study were consistent with the Panckhurst (2008) and Selwyn (2007) who suggested effective use of social sites for educational purposes and disseminating different programs for deprived groups of people in the country.

Challenges

Many challenges have been found for using social sites for education during the research because some respondents said that they had not been provided with the proper opportunities of using social sites for educational purposes. People from academia faced problems of security, content organization, lack of institutional support and possibilities of frequent distractions with social sites. Such challenges have been indicated by Ngonidzashe (2013) in Zimbabwe where students faced security problems and were afraid of distraction caused by social sites. Some teachers and students said that the social sites had imparted negative impact on users because they use SS for long time without any restriction. The study brought to light some challenges that were also found by Kennedy (2009), Hemmi (2009) & Jones (2005) who commented that using social sites for educational programs is not an easy task. Teachers and students in Pakistani universities opined that only well-organized syllabi by universities and constant monitoring by site managers can make educational programs successful.

Recommendations

The study has revealed great potential of using social sites in higher education. Majority of teachers and students have positively commented on the opportunities of engaging social networks for dissemination and promotion of educational programs, reading material, audio-visual links and other program managing tasks. On the basis of findings, the researcher has presented following recommendations:

- Government’s policy about laptop distribution may be more helpful if students from deprived areas are given preferences.
• Teachers at universities should be provided trainings for using social sites for their educational tasks and preparing needful modules.
• Universities should take initiatives to offer programs through social sites through well-organized teams of experts.
• The government should make policies for providing internet facilities to backward areas.
• There should be seminars and conferences for dissemination of knowledge through social sites.
• Short term courses could be started for pilot testing and then deficiencies of the system can be removed.
• Using social sites should be pilot tested for short term diplomas and certificates first.
• Universities teachers should create learning communities, discussion forums and reading clubs for familiarizing students with using social sites for educational purposes.
• Teachers should make their class accounts for getting rapid feedback from students.
• Social site accounts should be created for engaging formal system students to share classroom schedules, announcements, quizzes etc.
• Universities should offer social sites desks for students to take timely and interactive information about their programs.
• Specific model of cell phones could be introduced at reduced prices within fee structure of university for smooth dissemination of content material and information.
• Universities can introduce specific models of cell phones on less prices for university students.
• Universities need planning for future modes of education at their earliest and share global experiences of developed countries for using social sites for education.

Universities should plan activities on global standards and get access through moocs and other open access sources.

Conclusion

Cumulatively, analyzing the results of both qualitative and quantities data, it was concluded that using social sites for higher education in future has vast potential.

Majority of university teachers and students were using social sites for making their profiles, sharing ideas, reading material, relevant
pictures, videos and audios. They were quite familiar with the technological procedures to maintain their sites and were updating them regularly.

They were collectively of the opinion that social sites may be successful source of disseminating educational programs. All other managerial tasks related to dissemination of programs like admissions, advertisements, schedules, time tables, date sheets were already in practice either formally or informally by different institutes.

Majority of the teachers either they were from public or private universities, commented that social sites are a big source for international linkages, career abroad, video conferences, rapid sharing of learning material like audio, visual files. They were convinced that social sites were interactive source of discussions and chat. So they favored the idea of using social sites in future for higher education.

In focused group discussions, people from academia said that if social sites can be used for interacting and sharing all types of material, it could be perfectly used for educational purposes. However, they commented that presently universities are not considering their importance for educational programs. They need well developed modules/lessons to be delivered by social media. Only trained teachers can prepare such material, therefore, teachers should be trained first for managing sites successfully. They informed that most of the students use these sites for social interaction for hours and if it will be used for education, students will be more interested.

The university teachers also used social sites for informal group discussions, sending assignments, sharing reading materials, presentation files and videos etc. They had their existence in social groups of their teachers and university administrators.

It was found that teachers from public universities were less interested in use of social sites for educational purposes which declared their less exposure to technology and less involvement in technological practices regarding social sites. However, students from all four universities almost equally supported the idea and mentioned the potentials of social sites for providing equality and equity to all students present in different areas of the country. They found it attractive and engaging.

The students from the biggest public university were least interested in using social sites for educational purposes. All personnel relating academia mentioned the challenges one can face using social sites for educational purposes as: security threat, advertisement distraction, sharing irrelevant material, accessibility issues during online sessions.
and lack of infrastructure in universities. They complained that universities were not exploiting the features of social sites for educational programs. Further they pointed out that all students may not have equipment like laptops, cellphones or internet connection to avail such programs. The problems of registration of students, educational program’s authenticity, accreditation and acceptability were also raised during the discussion.

The universities were not currently offering educational programs on social sites because they have fewer human and material resources to prepare, update and maintain the sites regularly. It was found that students were cumulatively more aware of the use of social sites as compared to their teachers. It was probably due to their more engagement in social sites and spending more time on informal sharing and maintaining sites. Finally, the study recommends that universities should plan and develop educational programs in Pakistan for coping future innovations in the world and prefer technological benchmarks for effective and productive use of social sites for offering higher education programs. It may prove a big source for delivery of higher education to the less advantaged groups of students in the country.
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